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Final Fantasy 14: Shadowbringers is around the corner, and players are trying to get up to 70 Jobs like them! Fortunately, there is a very effective way to do this: Heaven-On-High. However, while most players are familiar with the floor 21-30 (the highest tier you can reach a non-fixed party) there is an
extra 70 times waiting just to be experienced. We will go through all and more with our Final Fantasy 14 Heaven On High tips and strategy guide. Heaven On High is full of amazing rewards for those who reach the top. This guide will cover two main sections. If you are a player who just wants your own
Business level, check the next subheading! However, players who want to finish one of the toughest challenges in Final Fantasy 14, Heaven On High Apex, should continue to read further down. Let's get started! To access Heaven On High in FF14 in Final Fantasy 14, players are primarily expected to
return for the 50th anniversary of the Palace of the Dead. The quest line for this Deep Dungeon begins with The House That Death Built with The New Gridania, once beat the search for the main scenario into a Copper Hell. Then by talking to the Captain of Wood Wailer, you can enter through the Palace
of the Dead at Quarrymill, South Shroud and power. If you have unlocked this activity, but forgot where to find it, it is not easy to find it on the map. Go straight to Quarrymill. You'll probably see a large group of players standing next to the Wood Wailer Captain. Next you must also finish the search for the
main scenario Tide Goes In, Imperials Go Out Ruby Sea, as well as heaven's door knocking in search of unlocking. The last one's in the Ruby Sea! Heaven On High Tips &amp; Basics – FF14 Tips Heaven On High (and the Palace of the Dead for that) take advantage of a system where your regular gear
has absolutely nothing to do with the dungeon. Instead, use Deep Dungeons Eterhavuz gear. This equipment is good only in dungeons, and can only be developed in dungeons with Silver Chests. If you're worried about not having optimal gears, don't worry anymore! Everyone starts on equal terms. The
party shares an inventory of items known as pomanders and magicites. Any pomanders or magicite team balls can be used by another party member. However, typically, you must save these items for specific scenarios. We will cover this below! Practice hugging the walls while exploring Heaven On
High. The dungeon is full of invisible traps. However, these traps do not lay eggs near the walls. You're not going to trigger anything when you're wiping around any room! Traps can also not lay eggs in the corridors connecting the rooms and in the starting room of each floor. You're free to explore as you
wish. Fixed parties 30. Normally Heaven On High allows players to re-enter at various checkpoints that you unlock by defeating bosses. I don't think I'm party too, but only starting as high as 21 floors. This makes floors from 21 to 30 a kind of race, because parties try to get past them and achieve good
things. Like killing monsters on each floor, it will unlock exit portals (Beacon of Passage) and revival stations (Cairn Return). Once you unlock the exit, avoid extra fighting! You will not exceed 70, and the probability of the beast dropping a useful crate is quite low (not to mention that this chest may be a
Mimic that can kill all sides)! Speaking of avoiding the fight, run behind monsters! The most Final Fantasy 14 enemies in Heaven On High become visserly aggressive. Which means that as long as you run after the beast, you can skip fighting it completely. This is especially useful when you are in a hurry
with 21-30 times. Some monsters have a full 360 degree aggro, however, so be careful! Use pomanders and magicite if you find the fourth. You can hold three items of a specific type at any time. And as you can only speed it up to run, there is almost no reason to use them max out. The exception to this
rule is the Pomander of Change, which can spawn Mimics or Mandragoras, and a room full of Mimics is a really dangerous thing. Magicite and Frailty Pomander work on bosses. For Apex works, you want to postpone using these items, but for floor 21-30, it will definitely speed up a run to get 25 percent
off boss HP - per magicite. If you take Odin Magicite (a very rare finding), any boss you immediately use can kill! Distribute your team before using Petrification Pomander. When petrified, enemies receive only one point of damage to die. However, you only have 30 seconds before you return to normal.
Spreading before using Pomander, you can be sure to find any crate you may need and quickly reach the exit portal, get a full floor clear. Be careful, though. With Luring Trap or opening a Mimic Chest, new monsters will not petrify! Try to save a magicite for a Pomander or large rooms (Fallacy Hall)
grinding. Using the same principle mentioned above - spreading over a first ground - you can maximize the monster cleanses. A magicite, however, will only kill everything on the floor. Before you do this, consider using a Pomander of Fortune to effectively increase your treasure chest rate to two! Heaven
On High Floors 21-30 Speed Tips – FF14 Tips If you plan to raise the Business level using Heaven On High only, speed up only open floors by 21-30 using the matching party option. The above tips will greatly reduce uptime! With that in mind, here are some more tips to help speed up, especially with 21-
30 multiples of Final Fantasy 14 High Heaven. This set of tiles is not the slightest dangerous, with one exception: Celestial (Samurai). Celestial Hatamoto will tear down an attack called Tenka Goken. he's going to tear it down. Setsugekka? This is a tankbuster - otherwise known as a movement that will
kill tank jobs that are not downright easy. If you are not capable of self-healing, or quickly exploding this monster, you should only avoid Heavenly Hatamoto alum. You can use this layer alone in any Business and (almost) at any Aetherpool level. This means that you should not follow your partymates if
you have no choice. When you or one of your party members discovers the exit portal, you should stop going whichever way you're going and go straight to the exit by tagging monsters until the portal opens. Be wary of opening gold chests and avoid Bronze crates altime! Drag the monsters to the exit
portal. Relatively small, but sometimes party members, once the portal is discovered and open, waiting for the rest of the team to arrive on the portal. If you accidentally aggro a monster, do not stop and fight; Drag to the exit so they can help (and you can progress faster to the next floor)! Heaven On High
Floor 30 Boss: Hiruko Tips – FF14 Guide Hiruko, you can imagine, Final Fantasy 14 Heaven 30 boss on the high floor. They're a long way from the hardest boss in the dungeon. In fact, we almost certainly faced worse when playing with the main story. But the boss has a few different moves to watch out
for. These are as follows: Lightning Strike: A wide-line AOE targeting a random party member (Lighting Strike). Move to prevent this when you see the dump. Supercell: A 180-degree room-wide AOE facing the boss. Tanks must move behind and behind Hiruko to escape this move. Players with other
Jobs probably shouldn't be standing in front of him to start with him! Combo Attack: Cloudcall/Shiko: Hiruko will spawn clouds throughout the arena. Find a cloud and stand under it! The boss is going to get you pregnant; As long as you hit the cloud during the knock-up, you avoid the resulting AOE and the
Vulnerability debuffs that follow... and you will feel big and strong and cool. Heaven On High Floors 31 and High Tips – FF14 Guide Now that you are a 21-30 tier speedrunner, you are asking yourself if you can probably process the next 70 times. Most players - think that or not. Even if most of Final
Fantasy 14 use scary phrases like Fire Raids, it's actually fully applicable. That's true of Heaven at Heights, too. And don't worry! Below are some Heaven On High Apex strategies that will help you greatly on your adventure to the top. Bring Some Friends First of All; Make sure there are three other people
who are interested in climbing and cold people to run with them. Angry, salty or will kill runs when starting quickly (and avoid re-runs!). Remember, there's four of you against five or six hours of dungeons, not each other. Bring a Red Mage Party composition It doesn't matter, with one exception. It is
possible to clean heaven on almost every party composition Apex, but if you are interested in a safer work, bring a tank, healer, melee DPS and a Red Mage or Summoner to upgrade additionally. Red Mage Summoner is desirable on, since the business is booming more on-demand; To get full benefit of
going damage rotations over time if the action usually doesn't take long enough for Summoner. Talk to Each Other Use voice communication. While there are teams that can do it without needing to hear each other, it's often easier to sit down and coordinate with a group in a Dispute (or talk about the
latest Game of Thrones episode - whatever works for you) is often easier. BYOP - Each player who is his own Iksirge must have a stack of 60 Empyrean Elixir; For just one Empyrean Potsherd you can get 20 Heaven On High itself. You also get a handful of Phoenix Down and Echo Drops. When your
healer starts to struggle, use the iksirs, disable ground Auto-HealA, or you know that unavoidable damage is about to come out – the iksir heals about 40 percent of your maximum HP by more than 15 seconds. Choose a Quartermaster choose one to manage pomanders and magicite - and just let them
use the material. This person need to understand what each pomander does, as well as when others need to use individual pomanders (such as Power and Steel). This valuable pomanders or magicite will prevent waste - such as Petrification or Odin - in an emergency. General pomander rules and tips
are: Stock and only from the 60th floor, gradually items will start to bleed yourself, but always try to keep the following from the side to 100 for floor 80: Sight, Serenity, Safety, Grinding and magicites. If you're hugging the wall, you don't need to use Sight or Safety outside Fallacy Lounges. Use Serenity if
you have two or more debuffs (or Gloom encounters) on one floor. Save petrification and magicites pomanders for as many emergencies as possible. Save Intuition Pomanders for floor 70 and up as it will take platinum-Haloed Sacks. There is a chance for this extremely rare Dodo Mount net! Stun &amp;
Silence Just like in the main world of Final Fantasy 14, if an enemy attack has acting time, you can stun or silence it. There are exceptions to this - such as against bosses - but this is especially useful for floors 80 and higher, where timing and space are tight. Smart fight if you see a roaming monster,
even if you patrol in a different direction, your first target. These can patrol behind you and cause handkerchiefs. Once they've got their attention, take the monsters to the interconnected corridors. Monsters do not lay eggs here, and traps appear only in rooms - so the kite pulls back into the corridors for
an easier time. The numbers are shocking lies, but the truth: Kat81-90 times 91-99 is much more difficult. Game-changing pomanders in the 81-90 layer should use much more liberal, but save at least one magicite, a as well as Sight, Serenity, Security pomanders for the last layer. Emergency Substance
Use Order – FF14 Tips You shouldn't take too much time to get to this point. But I know how ... Sometimes things go completely wrong. In such cases, you will probably want to reach a pomander or magicite to save bacon. And you should definitely do it! After all, that's what they're for. But just don't go
using them willy nilly. This wastes valuables and time. Instead, we created this emergency item use order. Follow this guide from top to bottom to maximize your item usage and avoid waste: Witching Pomander: This item transforms all normal enemies within a short radius into less harmful creatures.
Accidentally use a Luring Trap, or just aggro if you trigger too many enemies. Pomander raising: This item puts preventive, protective buff on the party. From now on, the group will gather whatever member of KOs there is. However, it requires coordination by using it effectively. If things are getting worse,
your healer, your Red Mage or anyone alive should go back to the hallway - not even a corner of the room will be instantly targeted. Then use a Pomander of Raising only when they are the last one standing. They can revive and safely (or retreat to a Cairn Return, if an option) you can start throwing Out
Raises or Phoenix Downs. Petrification Pomander: We've been over it before, but let's itere. This turns every enemy on the ground to stone for 30 seconds, leaves them vulnerable by one stroke. Just use witching in emergencies other than Pomanders, and Raising cheating is not possible. Grinding is
incredibly valuable on high floors, so you want to keep them as long as possible. Magicite (Not Elder): Immersion in this if you are outside witching, raising and petrification pomanders. And I know magicite does not harm you during casting, so feel free to use it if necessary! Old Magicite (Odin): To be
honest, if garbage gangs have an Odin waste because of the lack of other options, run is probably screwed. Heaven On High Floor 90 Boss: Onra Tips – FF14 Guide This Onra, otherwise known as Run Killer, or this great fool. And our number one tip is to insta-kill with elder magicite (Odin) ! Seriously.
The fight takes a while and a lot of things can go wrong ... When you get this close to the top of Heaven On High and you're flattened, that's really terrible. Of course, this may not be an option. You don't have any Odin left or you may not find it. In this case, you have tips to fight some Onra boss for the
most adventurous adventurers. Before you begin, read the following: Do not use any magic other than Elder Magicite (Odin) — unless you need to give the healer time to heal the group. If the sprint isn't somewhere in your hotbar, put it there. Controller players can also macro L3 capability. With #98 /ac
and set the controller to L3 in the setup menu. All healers and DPS must be running Pomanders of Strength. If there are three Power Pomanders, make sure the Healer has at least one. There's a lot of damage in this war, and they need help. The tank must detonate a Steel Pomander. Use a Pomander
in Frailty as busy and re-apply it if the healer is struggling. Next, Onra you need to worry about herself and her many attacks. They work like: Ancient Quaga: Their hit points hit nearly 40 percent out of the tank. It's the width of the raid, so you can't run away from it! How fun... After each Ancient Quaga, all
players must use an Empyrean Elixir. Aura Cannon and Burning Rave: These target random players. Aura Cannon is a large line area-of-effect attack, while Burning Rave is targeted, circular area-of-effect. Position yourself as needed; Who gets hit with Burning Rave should recover as soon as possible.
Meteor Impact: Falls close to AOE. To avoid heavy damage, you need to be on the other side of the arena. And over time, the throbbing Sand Globes will spawn. This kind of damage, but more importantly one of the reasons they have previously added hotbar sprints is heavy, inflict. Stay away from all
this! You can deny heavily with Paladins de Temperli Will. Pictured: Try myself, Mordiceius, Alris and Cirina (Primal/Excalibur) first apex cleaning. Heaven On High Onra Boss Strategy – FF14 Guide Lets the Tank grab the Onra and drag it to the southwest corner of the arena and look outside. Spread a
little closer to the back of the DPS. Make sure this Empyrean Iksirpop after the ancient Quaga, too! When you throw the Meteor Impact, everyone has to blow up the Sprint and run to the northeast side of the arena. When the impact occurs and the damage is extinguished, return to the previous position.
Rinse and escape area attacks again, when needed. If the floor passes 90 bosses, it is practically clean as long as you continue to play smart and safely. Feel free to freely blast Sight and Safety; Use the remaining magicites for instant clears and secure additional magicite to finish strong! The climb is
long, but believe in yourself and your friends. You can finally get to the top. Good luck, adventurers! Adventurers!
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